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Preface
The Sunrise Association Council is proud to submit the Firewise Plan for 2019 as the final step
toward recognition as a “Firewise Community/USA.” We wish to acknowledge the hard work
and support of volunteer groups and agencies that have contributed to making our community
safer and residents better educated on the awareness of fire risk and safety.
Rural Metro Fire Department
Tucson Water
Pima County Sheriff Neighborhood Watch
Pima County Adopt-A-Road Program
Finally, we want to especially thank the dedicated personnel working on behalf of the Fairfield
in the Foothills community. Specific mention is warranted for these individuals:
John E. Walka, Battalion Chief - Rural/Metro Fire Department
Mayra Moreno-Parrish, Firewise Regional Coordinator
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Introduction
The comfortable, ridge-top master planned community of Fairfield in the Foothills is a well-established,
friendly community that offers beautiful homes with mature landscaping nestled in the Santa Catalina
foothills with the convenience of city amenities nearby to provide premiere luxury living within
effortless reach of Tucson. See Figure 1.
Most of the homes in Fairfield were constructed in the 1980’s and are designed in the territorial block
style, but there are some more contemporary homes available as well. Some of the residences have
been refurbished and updated offering everything from private pools and opulent gardens with mature
vegetation to charming sun rooms and see-through fireplaces. Homes in Fairfield run from the low
$300K’s to $1M+ depending on the location, level of luxury, and amenities each residence offers.

Figure 1 Fairfield in the Foothills Location in Tucson Arizona
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The 12 HOAs that comprise Fairfield in the Foothills are organized into the Sunrise Association Council
(SAC) that allows the community to coordinate activity, services, and share best practices. It maintains a
website at: http://sunrisehoacouncil.org/sac/
The website provides public information about our community, as well providing a mechanism for
private SAC collaboration among the Officers and Committee Chairs of these HOAs.

Ownership
The community consists of 1812 private homes spread across approximately 1,700 total acres, with
about 700 acres developed into lots, roads, and common area facilities (40%) and 1000 acres of natural
common area (60% of the total area with 25% of that under landscape maintenance and 75% left as a
natural desert).
There are 30 miles of HOA-owned roads (85 acres). The collector roads (Territory, Via Velazquez, and
Tanuri) are owned by Pima County, while the rest of the local streets are owned and maintained by the
HOAs. See Table 1 for a full list of structures and comparative data for the HOAs.

Table 1 Sunrise Association Council HOA Data
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Location
The community is located between the arterial roads of Sunrise on the north, River on the south, Kolb
on the east, and Craycroft on the west. The geographic center is located at GPS 32°17'36.7"N
110°51'31.0"W. See Figure 2 for a map of the HOA locations within the community.

Figure 2 Sunrise Association Council HOA Map
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Topography
The topography of Fairfield consists mainly of Catalina Mtn. foothills, with both ridge-top and valley
homes. The elevations vary by 240', from a low of 2650' to a high of 2890'. See Figure 3. The steepest
hillside grades are between 20%-30% and most roads and walkway grades are less than 10%.

Figure 3 Fairfield Topography
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Vegetation
The Covenants, Conditions & Restrictions (CC&Rs) that run with each individual HOA tend to provide
significant support for ensuring that plants and materials used are native to the Arizona Sonoran Desert.
Nearly all of the HOAs have landscape committees to monitor and manage common areas, as well as
provide monitoring of CC&Rs and Rules & Regulations related to lot owner landscape compliance. More
than half of the HOAs have significant budgets of more than $250/lot/yr in order to support hiring of
landscape contractors for regular maintenance of the 250 acres of common area under maintenance
throughout Fairfield. See Figure 4.

Figure 4 Orthophoto of Fairfield Structures and Vegetation
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The other 750 acres of common area are left in a natural desert vegetation state which does not

require irrigation. This includes plants typical of high desert and riparian scrub. Accordingly,
most Common Areas are rough desert terrain and can be uneven, rocky, steeply sloped and/or
replete with debris from trees, shrubs and other plants.
It should be noted that highly volatile / high temperature burning non-native invasive grasses,
such as Fountain and Buffelgrass, have infested areas throughout Fairfield. While some of this
can be ascribed to resident use as a decorative plant, it is more significantly due to their regular
use by Pima County Dept. of Transportation to mitigate erosion along the steep roadway
hillsides of Sunrise Drive. Various groups within HOAs in the area have organized efforts to
eradicate these plants. See Figure 5. We anticipate this Firewise application will support those
efforts!

Figure 5 Hillside Invasive Grasses Among Natural Sonoran Desert Vegetation
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Wildlife
In addition to the typical desert insects, rodents, snakes, Gila monsters, and birds (from tiny
hummingbirds to large raptors), larger wild animals are prevalent including javelina, bobcats,
and deer roam throughout Fairfield. The proximity to the Coronado National Forest and the
Pusch Ridge Wilderness also brings the occasional mountain lion and bear sightings in the area.

Climate
In Catalina Foothills, the summers are sweltering, the winters are cold, and it is mostly clear year round.
Over the course of the year, the temperature typically varies from 42°F to 101°F and is rarely below 33°F
or above 107°F. See Figure 6.

Figure 6 Catalina Foothills Climate
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Fire Regime and History
The data in this section was obtained from Arizona Department of Forestry and Fire Management
Wildfire Risk Assessment (WRA) Portal.

Surface Fuels
The Surface Fuels listed in Table 2 are essentially divided between the Urban/Developed areas present
in lots, roads, and common area facilities vs. Short/Low/Moderate Load Grasses & Shrubs present in
the natural common areas. Categories with zero (0) acres have been omitted from the table.
Model

Surface Fuels Category

Acres

Percent

NB1

Urban/Developed

449

26.2 %

NB9

Barren

6

0.4 %

GR1

Short, sparse, dry climate grass

76

4.4 %

GR2

Low load, dry climate grass

14

0.8 %

GS1

Low load, dry climate grass-shrub

276

16.1 %

GS2

Moderate load, dry climate grass-shrub

835

48.7 %

SH1

Low load, dry climate shrub

1

0.1 %

TL6

Moderate load, broadleaf litter

56

3.3 %

Total 1,713
Table 2 Surface Fuels Category Distribution
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Wildland Development Area Impacts
The Wildland Development Area (WDA) Impacts is a rating of the potential impact of a wildfire on
people and their property. The key input is housing density (houses per acre) consistent with Federal
Register National standards for this topic. The location of people living in the WDAs is essential for
defining potential wildfire impacts to people and property.
The WDA Impact for an area is derived using a Response Function modeling approach. Response
functions are a method of assigning a net change in the value to a resource or asset based on
susceptibility to fire at different fire intensity levels as measured by fire behavior parameters such as
flame length.

WDA Impact Category

Acres

Percent

1 (Least Negative Impact)

0

0.0 %

2

2

0.2 %

3

2

0.2 %

4

9

0.7 %

5

131

10.4 %

6

183

14.6 %

7

264

21.0 %

8

454

36.1 %

9 (Most Negative Impact)

211

16.8 %

Total 1,256

100.0 %

Table 3 WDA Impact Category Distribution

To calculate the WDA Impact Response Function Score, the WDA housing density data was combined
with flame length data and Response Functions assignments to represent potential impacts. The
Response Function Score for a combination of WDA category and flame length category were defined by
a team of subject matter experts. By using flame length and WDA housing density data, it is possible to
determine where the greatest potential impact to property and people is likely to occur.
The WDA Impacts are listed in Table 3. See Figure 7 for a color-coded visual map of the WDA Impact
Categories. The Response Function Scores range from 1 to 9. The category 1 represents the least impact
and 9 represents the most impact. For example, areas with high housing density and high flame lengths
would have a category closer to 9. Areas with low housing density and low flame lengths would have a
category closer to 1.
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The map is derived at a 30 meter resolution. This scale of data was chosen to be consistent with the
accuracy of the primary surface fuels dataset used in the assessment. With care, it can be used for site
specific analysis as well as for regional, county or local protection mitigation or prevention planning.

Figure 7 Wildland Development Area (WDA) Impact Category Map
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Wildland Fire History
The recent (25 year) wildland fire history in the National Forest regions of the nearby Catalina
mountains has 3 major fires; the 1995 Sabino fire, the 2003 Aspen fire, and the 2015 Finger Rocks fire.
See Figure 8 for those major fire boundary regions, a fire occurrence density map, nearby fire ignition
locations (
), as well as the locations of nearby Rural Metro fire stations 73 and 74 (
).Under the
right conditions, each of these major fires were close enough to carry wind-born burning embers to
ignite fuels such as the invasive non-native Fountain grass and Buffelgrass found within the SAC
community.
Figure 8 National Forest Wildland Ignitions, Major Fire History, and Occurrence Density Map
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Community Infrastructure
HOA-managed streets tend to be narrow (24') with wedge-shaped curbs. Cul-de-sac widths are
consistent with the narrow streets of Fairfield with typical radii < 50'. Parking areas are provided at
occasional intervals.
There are 6 HOAs that have fire hydrants at regular distances of <1000' and 6 HOAs do not have
hydrants as shown in Figure 9. Most (10) HOAs have one or more community pools, in addition to about
7% of the residents with private pools. With a pumper truck, these pools can be used as alternate water
sources in fighting fires.
There are two Rural Metro Fires stations (#73 and #74) within a 3 mile drive distance of the community
that maintain an Insurance Services Office (ISO) Public Protection Classification (PPC) rating of 4, with a 1
being best and 10 being worst.
Station 73 is located 2 miles away at 4300 N Kolb Rd and houses a 1250 GPM pumper with a 1000 gallon
booster tank, and is equipped with 800' of 5" hose, 500' of 3" hose, and 600' of 1.75" attack line. It also
houses a Water Tender which transports 1800 gallons of water, and a Paramedic Rescue ambulance.
Station 74 is located 3 miles away at 4820 E Sunrise Dr and houses a 1500 GPM pumper with a 1000
gallon booster tank, and is equipped with 800' of 5" hose, 500' of 3" hose, and 600' of 1.75" attack hose.
It also houses a Paramedic Rescue ambulance, a Hazardous Materials response truck, and a Utility Air
supply response truck.
In addition, Rural Metro Station 72 is located 9 miles away at 2741 N Houghton Rd. It houses similar
equipment to Station 73, with a larger Water Tender (2500 gallons) and a Wildland 4 X 4 Brush Truck,
which carries 250 gallons of water and is fully equipped for Wildland fires.
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Figure 9 Fairfield Fire Hydrant Location Map
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Community Wildfire Protection Plans (CWPP) / Other Hazard Ratings
The Pima County Community Wildfire Protection Plan (CWPP) dated September 2013 states: "the
population for the Catalina Foothills Community Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI) includes 22 census
tracts with a total estimated population of approximately 75,000 residents occupying approximately
36,000 housing units. The Catalina Foothills Community WUI analysis area includes approximately 115
square miles."
"Major vegetation associations include desert wash/xeroriparian corridors and Palo Verde mixed cacti
desert scrub in lower elevations, with Desert Oak transition associations occurring in higher elevations
toward the foothills of the Santa Catalina Mountains. The areas of highest wildfire risk are located along
the numerous desert washes originating from the foothills of the Santa Catalina and terminating at
Tanque Verde and Rillito creeks. The northern portion of the WUI does include areas of high risk in the
foothills of the Santa Catalina Mountains due to heavy fuel loads, invasive grasses, and winter annuals
occurring in areas of steep slopes. Wildfire ignitions within the Catalina Foothills Community WUI are
moderate to low, with high wildfire ignitions occurring above the WUI. Public use within the WUI is
considered high due to the high use of Sabino Canyon and other community and CNF trails in the WUI."
"The WUI is mostly composed of large developed private land parcels of high assessed value. The
combination of low housing density on large private land parcels, intermixed with invaded vegetative
associations, and some areas with a high ISO rating and some with moderate wildfire ignition history
creates areas of high risk to community values. The Pima County CWPP analyses determined that 22
percent of the Catalina Foothills Community WUI is at high risk and 47 percent is at moderate risk for
wildland fire. Due to areas of high wildfire risk, a moderate ignition history, and a high density of
community values, the overall Catalina Foothills Community WUI has a high fire hazard risk rating."

Firewise Assessment Results
A Firewise Assessment was completed and delivered to NFPA's Firewise/USA Portal in support of SAC
becoming a registered Firewise Community. This assessment was specific to Arizona wildfire risks and
was developed by the University of Arizona College of Agriculture and Life Sciences (document az1302).
See the Appendix for the completed assessment detail.
The assessment involves rating various criteria that have been determined to be the most significant risk
factors in preventing, suppressing, and mitigating the damage caused by wildland fires in Arizona. There
are 8 categories with 17 rated criteria. A score of 48 or less is considered low. A score of 49-68 is
moderate. A score of 69-83 is high, and 84+ is considered extreme.
SAC has a "good" overall assessment score of 49 and a moderate fire hazard risk rating, which is only
one point over a" low rating".
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Community Accomplishments
Sunrise Association Council is an active member of the Pima County Adopt-A-Road Program. We hold
two annual events in the early Spring and late Fall (while the snakes are hibernating) to clean up along
the Pima County maintained collector roads of Fairfield (Territory, Via Velazquez, and Tanuri). The
removal of possibly combustible litter helps reduce fire risk while maintaining a safer and more
attractive roadside.
Most HOAs in SAC also maintain active Pima County Sheriff's Neighborhood Watch (NW) program. This
involves maintaining security awareness, monitoring Crime Reports, patrolling the neighborhoods
looking for potential issues (e.g. ensuring property owners have post lights on from dusk to dawn and
visible house numbers allowing emergency services to quickly find the correct address). They hold
annual or semi-annual events that monitor and educate the residents about security-related issues. NW
awareness has proven to reduce the fire risk in one HOA. A vagrant thought the common area was a
place to set up camp on a cold night, but observant neighbors spotted him starting the fire and notified
both Rural Metro to put out the fire and the Pima County Sheriff to handle the vagrant.
See Figure 10 for a recent 6 month Crime Report map for Fairfield and the surrounding area (See Crime
Reports website for more details).

Community Project Goals
Some of the Firewise Assessment Results observed are endemic to the community with little or no
opportunity to change, such as the local weather, the surrounding topography, access roads, lot sizes,
and conditions such as above/below ground utility placement. The specific high-risk factors that are
endemic to our Fairfield community are its lot sizes being ≤ 1 acre (3-5), the medium vegetation fuel
models of light brush and small trees (5), and a topography that is predominantly foothills with slopes
between 10-20% (4). While there is little opportunity to change these factors, it is important to know
how they impact the overall risk for optimizing our Firewise project planning and community awareness
campaigns (e.g. via the Community Firewise Day).
There are, however, specific high-risk factors that individual lot owners and/or HOAs can actively
change. For example, the HOA landscape committees and lot owners can coordinate to address the
defensible perimeter spaces ≤ 100' from the home. The assessment has a high-risk factor for this
category (5-10). Lot owners can address the presence of combustible plastic skylights in their homes.
Unless the skylights have been upgraded to glass, these are likely plastic, giving a high-risk factor (10).
HOA Boards can address a potential need to install fire hydrants. Six of the twelve HOAs (45% of the
lots) have a high-risk-factor related to no fire hydrants within 1000'(4). All but two HOAs have hydrant
gate valves installed by Tucson Water, but the investment in the hydrants and installation would require
HOA project planning. See Figure 9 for more detail on the locations of hydrants and gate valves.
Several groups within individual HOAs have created non-native invasive grass eradication teams (e.g. the
Buffelaros) who regularly invest time and money working on removing fountain and buffelgrass. In
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addition, several HOA Landscaping Committees have focused efforts to help eradicate these on their
common area lands. SAC will use Firewise outreach and project coordination to continue and expand
this activity. While these grasses should be eradicated in order to protect our Sonoran desert habitat, it
is also important to emphasize their elimination in coordination with the fire risk threats within the
defensible perimeters mentioned above.
The SAC Firewise coordinators will maintain Firewise-related project plans (updated every 5 years) and
assessments (updated every 3 years). We will employ information outreach campaigns, such as
Community Firewise Days, collaborative forums and email blasts, and host speakers on related topics
at HOA Member meetings and/or SAC meetings.

Community Investment
Using only the average landscape committee budget for the 6 HOAs with large common areas under
maintenance gives an annual investment of over $225k or $125/lot. This does not include the
investment from a high percentage of residents with private landscape contractors. As mentioned
previously, several groups within individual HOAs are addressing non-native invasive grass problems.
Sunrise Association Council is an active member of the Pima County Adopt-A-Road Program. We hold
two annual events in the early spring and late fall (while the snakes are hibernating) to clean up along
the collector roads of Fairfield. Removing possibly combustible litter helps reduce fire risk while
maintaining a safer and more attractive roadside.

Community Firewise Day
The following list of resources will be used in planning annual “Firewise” Days to help property owners
lower the risk of losing homes to fire. These events provide for educational presentations and displays,
as well as practical tips to help property owners and visitors reduce the risk of a devastating fire. They
may include:






Insurance company to speak about insurance issues and preparing for the event of a fire
Pima County Sheriff’s Office to provide information on how to prepare for an evacuation
The Humane Society of Southern Arizona to talk about preparing pets for evacuation
Southern Arizona Rescue Association (SARA) to demonstrate the drones they use in their search
and rescue efforts
Tucson Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) will have representatives providing
information on signing up for emergency alerts
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Similar to the annual Neighborhood Watch "Getting Arizona Involved in Neighborhoods" (GAIN) night,
the Community Firewise Day is an ideal opportunity for community awareness and outreach related to
fire risk reduction.

Figure 10 Six Month Crime Reports for Fairfield and Surrounding Area Map
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Additional Resources














Arizona Department of Forestry and Fire Management Wildfire Risk Assessment (WRA) Portal.
o https://arizonawildfirerisk.com/
Firewise Program
o http://www.firewise.org
Humane Society of Southern Arizona
o https://hssaz.org/
Pima County Sheriff Neighborhood Watch
o https://www.pimasheriff.org/department-services/neighborhood-watch/
Pima County Adopt-A-Road Program
o https://webcms.pima.gov/cms/One.aspx?portalId=169&pageId=54560
Pima County Community Wildfire Protection Plan (CWPP)
o http://webcms.pima.gov/cms/One.aspx?portalId=169&pageId=45265
Ready, Set, Go! Program
o http://wildlandfirersg.org
Rural Metro Fire Department
o https://www.ruralmetrofire.com/
Southern Arizona Rescue Association (SARA)
o https://sarci.org/sara/
Tucson Community Emergency Response Team (CERT)
o http://www.tucsoncert.info/
Tucson Crime Reports
o https://www.crimereports.com
Tucson Water
o https://www.tucsonaz.gov/water
University of Arizona Firewise Assessment form
o https://extension.arizona.edu/sites/extension.arizona.edu/files/pubs/az1302.pdf
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Appendix
The completed SAC Firewise Assessment detail
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